The Workforce of the Future is Liquid

To keep pace with constant change in the Digital Age

Federal Agencies must address the changing workforce...

...to transform into highly adaptable & change ready enterprises

Liquid Workforce is changing the rules of the game

New Generation  Automation  Rise of Freelancing  Pace of Innovation

Millennials want a “me” experience

Only 1 in 7 recent grads want to work for a large organization

92% of grads feel that social corporate responsibility is important

74% of grads will accept a lower salary for an engaging atmosphere

Create the Gig Experience to attract Digital Natives...

...Project-based work, lots of lateral movement and on-the-job learning

Provide a small company feel

Give employees freedom to explore their interests

What’s in it for you?

Employee goals aligned with organizational goals

Distribute new talent & skill sets across the organization

Adapt to any disruption

Reimagine your workforce

Which talent pool would you dive into?

Now is the time to go liquid
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